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ABSTRACT
In secure group communications, users of a group share a common
group key. A key server sends the group key to authorized new
users as well as performs group rekeying for group users whenever
the key changes. In this paper, we investigate scalability issues of
reliable group rekeying, and provide a performance analysis of our
group key management system (called keygem) based upon the use
of key trees. Instead of rekeying after each join or leave, we use
periodic batch rekeying to improve scalability and alleviate out-of-
sync problems among rekey messages as well as between rekey and
data messages. Our analyses show that batch rekeying can achieve
large performance gains. We then investigate reliable multicast of
rekey messages using proactive FEC. We observe that rekey trans-
port has an eventual reliability and a soft real-time requirement,
and that the rekey workload has a sparseness property, that is, each
group user only needs to receive a small fraction of the packets that
carry a rekey message sent by the key server. We also investigate
tradeoffs between server and receiver bandwidth requirements ver-
sus group rekey interval, and show how to determine the maximum
number of group users a key server can support.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many emerging network applications, such as pay-per-view dis-

tribution of digital media, restricted teleconferences, and pay-per-
use multi-party games, are based upon a secure group communica-
tions model [7]. In this model, to protect the privacy of group com-
munications, a symmetric group key known only to group users
and the key server is used for encrypting data traffic between group
users. Access to the group key is controlled by a group key manage-
ment system, which sends the group key to authorized new users as
well as performs group rekeying whenever the group key changes.
Specifically, a group key management system can implement two
types of access control: backward access control and forward ac-
cess control. If the system changes the group key after a new user
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joins, the new user will not be able to decrypt past group commu-
nications; this is called backward access control. Similarly, if the
system rekeys after a current user leaves, or is expelled from the
system, the departed user will not be able to access future group
communications; this is called forward access control.

Implementing access control may have large performance over-
heads which limit system scalability. Backward access control can
be implemented efficiently because a new group key can be dis-
tributed by encrypting it with the existing group key for existing
group users. Forward access control is harder to implement. To
send a new group key to all remaining group users after a user
has departed, one approach is to encrypt the new group key with
each remaining user’s individual key, which is shared only between
the user and the key management system. This straightforward ap-
proach, however, is not scalable because it requires the key man-
agement system to encrypt and send the new group key N − 1
times, where N is group size before the departure.

In the past few years, several approaches [20, 21, 2, 4, 5] have
been proposed to implement scalable forward access control. For
example, the key tree approach, which uses a hierarchy of keys
to facilitate group rekeying, reduces group rekeying complexity to
O(logN) [20, 21], where N is group size.
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Figure 1: Functional components of a key management service

Figure 1 shows the functional components of an architecture for
group key management system. The registration component au-
thenticates users and distributes to each user its individual key. Au-
thenticated users send their join and leave requests to the rekey en-
coding component. The rekey encoding component, which man-
ages the keys in the system, validates the requests by checking
whether they are encrypted by individual keys, and generates rekey
messages, which are sent to the rekey transport component for de-
livery. Previous studies have focused primarily on the rekey en-
coding component, particularly the processing time required by the
rekey encoding component in a key server [20, 21]; the problem of
reliable transport of group rekey messages has not been addressed
in the literature. To make a group key management system scal-
able, however, the design of each of the three components needs to
be scalable. Therefore, the objective of our study is to investigate
scalability issues of all three components, including the evaluation
of batch rekeying algorithms to improve scalability for a large and
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dynamic group, the characterization of rekey transport workload,
the design of a reliable rekey transport protocol, and an overall per-
formance analysis of our system, called keygem.

First, consider the registration component. For a group key man-
agement system to grant or deny a join or leave request, the iden-
tity of the user sending the request needs to be authenticated. Thus,
each user needs to first register with the system by authenticating
itself to the system and receive its individual key. Registration us-
ing an authentication protocol, however, can have large overheads,
and a key server becomes a bottleneck when user registration rate
is high. To improve the scalability of the registration component,
the key server in keygem can offload its its registration workload
to trusted registrars [7, 23]. Machines running registrars can be
added or removed dynamically. Moreover, different registrars can
use different authentication protocols to authenticate different sets
of users. Since we can offload the registration workload to reg-
istrars, we do not consider this workload in this paper. For the
detailed operations to register a new user, please see a description
of the keystone system [23].

Second, consider the rekey encoding component. We show that
rekeying after each join or leave (called individual rekeying) for the
key tree approach has two problems: inefficiency and out-of-sync
problems among rekey messages as well as between rekey and data
messages (see Section 2). Furthermore, when user join/leave rate is
high, the delay needed to reliably multicast a rekey message may be
too large to implement individual rekeying. In keygem, we improve
rekey encoding efficiency and alleviate the out-of-sync problems by
rekeying periodically for a batch of join/leave requests. The idea of
batch rekeying has been proposed before [4, 12, 17, 21]. However,
for batch rekeying based on a key tree, no explicit algorithm has
been presented and its performance has not been analyzed. In this
paper, we present the specification of a batch rekeying algorithm,
analyze its performance, and evaluate the benefits of batch rekey-
ing. Our evaluation shows that batch rekeying not only can reduce
the number of expensive signing operations, it also can reduce sub-
stantially bandwidth requirements at server and receivers. In other
words, batch processing can improve system scalability for a highly
dynamic group.

Third, consider the rekey transport component. Reliable trans-
port of rekey messages has not received much attention in previous
work. Although the idea of using FEC to improve the reliability
of rekey transport has been discussed in the SMuG community [7]
and in our keystone system, there is no protocol detail and its per-
formance is not analyzed. The common assumption is that one of
the reliable multicast protocols [6] can be used for rekey transport,
and that prior analyses [10, 13, 19, 8, 14] of these reliable multicast
protocols still apply. In this paper, we observe that rekey transport
has its own special properties. First, we observe that rekey trans-
port has an eventual reliability and a soft real-time requirement be-
cause of the inter-dependencies among rekey messages as well as
between rekey and data messages. Second, we observe that rekey
transport workload has a sparseness property, that is, while a key
server sends a rekey message as a large block of packets, each re-
ceiver only needs to receive a small fraction of the packets. For our
rekey transport protocol, which is based upon the use of proactive
FEC [9, 16], we show that reliable rekey multicast can be analyzed
by converting it to conventional reliable multicast, which does not
have the sparseness property. Using this approach, we have investi-
gated key server bandwidth overhead, number of rounds needed to
transport the workload of a rekey operation, and how to determine
the proactivity factor for FEC.

Fourth, consider the rekey encoding and the rekey transport com-
ponents together. Based on a simple membership model, we show

that group rekeying interval serves as a design parameter that al-
lows tradeoffs between rekeying overheads, group access delay,
and the degree of forward access control vulnerability. Considering
four system constraints, we investigate how to choose an appropri-
ate rekey interval and determine the maximum number of users that
a key server can support.

The balance of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we investigate scalability issues of the rekey encoding component
and evaluate periodic batch rekeying. In Section 3, we address
the issues of reliable rekey transport, including rekey workload
characterization and performance analysis of rekey transport. In
Section 4, we integrate the results of Section 2 and Section 3 to
consider overall system performance and study tradeoffs between
bandwidth overhead and rekey interval. Our conclusion is in Sec-
tion 5.

2. IMPROVING
REKEY ENCODING SCALABILITY

Having been authenticated by a registrar, a user can then send a
join request to the key server. The key server will also receive leave
requests from existing users. The rekey encoding component pro-
cesses these requests to prepare rekey messages. Before discussing
the issues of individual rekeying, we first briefly review the key tree
idea [20, 21].

2.1 Key tree
A key tree is a directed tree in which each node represents a

key. The root of the key tree is the group key, which is shared
by all users, and a leaf node is a user’s individual key, which is
shared only between the user and the key server. Since each node
represents a key, we call a node in the key tree a key node. For
key nodes representing the individual keys of users, we also refer
to them as user nodes. A trusted key server manages the key tree,
and a user u is given key k if and only if there is a directed path
from its individual key to key k in the key tree. Consider a group
with 9 users. An example key tree is shown in Figure 2. In this
group, user u9 is given three keys: k9, k789, and k1−9. Key k9 is
the user’s individual key, key k1−9 is the group key, and k789 is an
auxiliary key shared by u7, u8, and u9.

k123

k2 k5 k8k1 k3 k4 k6 k7 k9

k456

k1−9

k789

group key

keys

(change to k1−8)

(change to k78)
auxiliary

individual
keys

(user nodes)

u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9
leave

users

Figure 2: An example key tree

Suppose u9 leaves the group. The key server will then need to
change the keys that u9 knows: change k1−9 to k1−8, and change
k789 to k78. To distribute the changed keys to the remaining users
using group-oriented rekeying strategy [21], the key server con-
structs the following rekey message by traversing the key tree bottom-
up: ( {k78}k7 , {k78}k8 , {k1−8}k123 , {k1−8}k456 , {k1−8}k78 ).
Here {k′}k denotes key k′ encrypted by key k, and is referred to as
an encrypted key or an encryption. Upon receiving this message, a
user extracts the encrypted keys that it needs. For example, u7 only
needs {k1−8}k78 and {k78}k7 .

2.2 Issues of individual rekeying
Although individual rekeying introduces no extra delay to pro-

cess user requests, it has two issues.
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First, if we rekey after each join or leave, it is hard to control the
synchronization that will arise because of the inter-dependencies
among rekey messages as well as between rekey and data mes-
sages. When synchronization is not achieved, we will have out-of-
sync problems. Consider an encryption {k}k′ in a rekey message.
A user must receive k′ in order to decrypt the encryption. How-
ever, k′ may be distributed in a previous rekey message, and if the
previous rekey message has not arrived, the user will not be able
to recover the new key. Also, consider a group key distributed in a
rekey message to a user. If data messages are encrypted using the
group key and the group key has not arrived, the user will not be
able to decrypt the data messages. As a result of these out-of-sync
problems, if rekey message delivery delay is high and join/leave
requests happen frequently, a user may need to keep all of the old
group keys, and buffer a large amount of rekey and data messages
that it cannot decrypt yet.

Second, individual rekeying can be inefficient. For authentica-
tion purpose, each rekey message needs to be digitally signed to
prove that it originates from the key server, and we know that sign-
ing operation can have large computation or bandwidth overheads.
Moreover, as Snoeyink, Suri and Varghese observed in [18], which
we have also independently derived at the same time using a differ-
ent proof [24], we know that when a key server rekeys after each
request and when forward access control is required, Ω(logN) is a
lower bound on the amortized number of encrypted keys. Thus, the
key tree approach has already achieved the complexity of this lower
bound, and we cannot further improve the performance of rekey en-
coding if we rekey after each request. To overcome this limit and
reduce the number of signing operations, we need to consider batch
rekeying.

2.3 Periodic batch rekeying
Periodic batch rekeying, which collects requests during a rekey

interval and rekeys them in a batch, can alleviate the out-of-sync
problems and improve efficiency. To alleviate the out-of-sync prob-
lems, periodic batch rekeying delays the usage of a new group key
until the next rekey interval, and rekey transport can guarantee with
a high probability that the rekey message has been delivered before
the next interval (see Section 4). As for performance, an obvious
performance gain of batch processing J join and L leave requests
is that it reduces the number of signing operations from J + L
to 1. Moreover, the number of encrypted keys generated by batch
rekeying can be less than the sum of those generated by individual
rekeying. Consider Figure 2. Suppose both u8 and u9 send leave
requests. If the key server rekeys individually, it will need to update
the group key twice, and at each time, the new group key needs to
be encrypted by k123. However, if the two requests are rekeyed in
a batch, the key server only needs to update the group key once.

Periodic batch rekeying improves performance at the expense of
delayed group access control, because a new user has to wait longer
to be accepted by the group and a departed (or expelled) user can
stay within the group longer. Thus, we observe that group rekeying
interval serves as a design parameter that allows tradeoffs between
rekeying overheads, group access delay, and the degree of forward
access control vulnerability.

To accommodate different application requirements and make
tradeoffs between performance and group access control, keygem
can operate in three batch modes: 1) periodic batch rekeying, in
which the key server processes both join and leave requests period-
ically in a batch; 2) periodic batch leave rekeying, in which the key
server processes each join request immediately to reduce the de-
lay for a new user to access group communications, but processes
leave requests in a batch; and 3) periodic batch join rekeying, in

which the key server processes each leave request immediately to
reduce the exposure to users who have departed, but processes join
requests in a batch. We will investigate the tradeoffs further in Sec-
tion 4.

2.4 Batch rekeying algorithms
In periodic batch rekeying mode, the key server maintains a key

tree that is slightly different from the key tree described in Sec-
tion 2.1 to facilitate a key identification strategy that we proposed
in [26]. In particular, we add null nodes that represent empty key
nodes to a key tree so that the key server can always maintain a
complete and balanced key tree. To identify each node in the key
tree, the key server assigns integer IDs to tree nodes in breadth first
search order, with the ID of the tree root as 0.

At the end of each rekey interval, the key server collects J join
and L leave requests and executes the following marking algorithm
to update the key tree and generate a rekey subtree. The objectives
of the marking algorithm are to 1) reduce the number of encrypted
keys; 2) maintain the balance of the updated key tree; and 3) make
it efficient for users to identify the encrypted keys that they need.

becomes

leaves

3 leaves
2 joins

becomes

1 leave
3 joins
d=2

becomes

j1u1 u1

j3 j1 j2u1

leave new new

j1 j2

J < L J > L (Strategy 1)

Figure 3: Example of marking algorithm for J �= L.

The marking algorithm first updates the key tree. If J ≤ L, the
key server replaces J of the departed users that have the smallest
IDs with the J newly joined users. By replacing departed users
with newly joined users, the algorithm reduces the number of en-
crypted keys [11]. When J < L, we notice that some of the de-
parted users will not be replaced. For these user nodes, the key
server changes them to null nodes (see the left figure of Figure 3
for an example). If all of the children of a node are null nodes, the
key server changes the node to null node as well. On the other hand,
if J > L, the key server first replaces the L departed users with L
of the newly joined users. However, the key server still needs to
insert the remaining J − L new users. For insertion, three strate-
gies have been investigated to achieve different tradeoffs among the
aforementioned three objectives:

• Strategy 1. In this strategy, to add the remaining J − L
new users, the key server first splits the L replaced nodes
to add the remaining new users. If splitting the newly re-
placed nodes is still not enough to add all of the remaining
new users (i.e. J > d ·L), the key server splits the leaf nodes
from left to right and adds new users (see the right figure of
Figure 3 for an example). The advantage of this approach is
that it reduces the number of encrypted keys because it first
splits the replaced user nodes. The disadvantage is that if the
user nodes of some users are changed, the key server will
need to provide new IDs individually to these users in addi-
tion to newly joined users. We notice that such notification
will increase key server bandwidth overhead.

• Strategy 2. This strategy, which we proposed and investi-
gated in [11], achieves a smaller number of encrypted keys
than that of Strategy 1. With this strategy, the key server cre-
ates a tree with new users at its leaf nodes and grafts the tree
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under a departed user node with the smallest height. This
strategy, however, does not keep the key tree as balanced as
Strategy 1. On the other hand, with this strategy, the ID of
at most one remaining user is modified; therefore, the key
server only needs to provide new IDs to at most one remain-
ing user in addition to newly joined users.

• Strategy 3. This strategy, which we proposed and investi-
gated in [26], was designed to make it efficient for remaining
users to identify the encrypted keys that they need. With this
strategy, the key server first replaces the null nodes that have
IDs between d · m + 1 and d · m + d with newly joined
users, where m is the ID of the last node in the key tree that
is neither a user node nor a null node. If there are still ex-
tra joins, starting with the user node with ID m + 1, the key
server splits a user node to add d children, moves the content
of the user node to its left-most child, and adds d − 1 new
user nodes. The key server repeats this process until all new
users are added to the key tree. A disadvantage of this strat-
egy is that it generates a slightly larger number of encrypted
keys. The advantage of this strategy, however, is that if the
key server multicasts m, the ID of the last node that is nei-
ther a user node nor a key node, in a rekey message, each
remaining user will be able to independently derive the ID
of its user node even if the structure of the key tree has been
modified. For an explanation of how each user, whose ID has
changed, determines its new ID, please see [26].

Comparing the three strategies to process the J > L case, our
evaluation shows that the difference in terms of the size of rekey
subtree is small. Therefore, we report analytical results below for
Strategy 3 only.

After updating the key tree, the key server makes a copy of the
key tree, and marks the states of key nodes in the duplicated key
tree. The nodes are marked with one of the following four states:
Unchanged, Join, Leave, and Replace.

We first mark the states of user nodes: 1) A user node is marked
Unchanged unless it is changed by the following rules. 2) A user
node of a departed user is marked Leave if the node is not replaced;
otherwise, it is marked Replace. 3) A user node is marked Join if
it is a replacement for a null node or it is split from a previous user
node.

We then mark the states of other key nodes: 1) If all the children
of a key node are marked Leave, we mark it Leave and remove
all of its children. 2) Otherwise, if all of its children are marked
Unchanged, we mark it Unchanged, and remove all of its children.
3) Otherwise, if all of its children are marked Unchanged or Join,
we mark it as Join, create a virtual node, which contains the old key
of the key node, and use it to replace all of its Unchanged children.
4) Otherwise, if the node has at least one Leave or Replace child,
we mark it as Replace.

We call the pruned subtree rekey subtree, and we observe that
each edge in the rekey subtree corresponds to an encryption: par-
ent node encrypted by child node. The detail of how to traverse a
rekey subtree to generate a rekey message will be investigated in
Section 3.1.

The running complexity of our marking algorithm is O((J +
L) logN). Our benchmark shows that on a Sun Ultra Sparc I with
167MHz CPU, the marking algorithm takes less than 4.5 ms for
N = 1024, and less than 10 ms for N = 4096. On the other hand,
according to our benchmark, the running time of a batch rekeying
algorithm based on boolean function minimization [4] can take tens
of seconds at similar group sizes.

2.5 Worst scenario analysis
We analyze the worst scenario and average scenario performance

of batch rekeying based upon Strategy 3. (An analysis of batch
rekeying based upon Strategy 2 was presented in [11].) The metric
we use is the number of encrypted keys. In this subsection, we will
show that even if we consider the worst number of encrypted keys
to rekeyL leave requests, assuming no joins in a batch, batch rekey-
ing can still have large benefit. From our previous discussion, we
know that it is because of forward access control that makes rekey
encoding difficult; therefore quantifying the benefit of batch rekey-
ing under this scenario can be instructive. For results on worst case
performance of other cases, we refer the interested reader to [11].
We present the average performance in next section.

Consider a balanced tree with degree d and height h. We know
that there areN = dh leaf nodes. Suppose L of the users leave. We
observe that the worst scenario happens when the departed users are
evenly distributed on the tree leaf nodes, and therefore, the number
of overlapped encryptions is the minimum.

Without delving into the detail of analysis, assuming L = dl,
where L ≤ N/d, we derive that the worst number of encrypted
keys is:

Encworst(N,L) = Ld logd

N

L
+
L− d
d− 1

(1)

On the other hand, in individual rekeying, a single departed user
costs d logd N . Suppose the L requests are processed individu-
ally, then there will be about a total of Ld logd N encrypted keys.
Comparing with Equation (1), we observe that the difference is
Ld logd L. When L is large, the benefit of batch rekeying can be
substantial. When L ≥ N/d, more edges in the rekey subtree will
be pruned, and the savings become even larger.

2.6 Average scenario analysis
Let Enc(N, J, L) denote the average number of encrypted keys

when J join and L leave requests are processed for an N user key
tree. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the key tree is bal-
anced at the beginning of a batch, and we let h = logd N denote
the height of the key tree. Also, we assume that the departed users
are uniformly distributed over the tree leaf nodes. The scenario
that users have different leave probabilities can be utilized to fur-
ther improve performance, for example, by using a Huffman type
of tree to minimize the number of encrypted keys. However, such
exploration and analysis are beyond the scope of this paper.

Since our batch rekeying algorithm depends on the relationship
between J and L, our analytical results also depend on the relation-
ship between J and L. By considering the number of times that a
key node belongs to a rekey subtree, we derive the following ana-
lytical expressions for the average number of encrypted keys [25]:

• J = L:

Enc1 (N, J, L) = d

h−1X
l=0

dl(1− CJ
N−N0

CJ
N

)

where N0 = N/dl.

• J < L:

Enc2 (N, J, L) = Enc1 (N,L,L)− (L− J)−
h−1X
l=0

dl−1X
i=0

(

L−N0X
k=J

Ck
N1C

L−k−N0
N2

CL
N

)

where N0 = N/dl, N1 = i ·N0, N2 = N − (i+ 1)N0.
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• J > L:

Enc3 (N, J, L) = 
 d·(J−L)
d−1

�+
h−1X
l=0

dl−1X
i=0

(d(1− CJ
N−N0

CJ
N

)+

CJ
N−N0
CJ

N

· 1(J − L− dN1)·
min{d, 
J−L−dN1

N/dl+1 �+ 1})

where N0 = N/dl, N1 = i · N0, 1(x) = 1 if x > 0;
otherwise, 1(x) = 0.
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Figure 4: Enc(N, J, L) by analysis and simulation

Next, we plot our analytical results. Figure 4 shows the values of
Enc(N, J, L) for N = 4096 and a wide range of J and L values.
We have plotted both simulation results (controlled by achieving a
confidence interval of 5%) and our analytical results; our analytical
results match simulations well and they are indistinguishable in the
figure. From Figure 4, we observe that for a fixed L, Enc(N, J, L)
grows linearly. This is expected because in our marking algorithm,
joins replace leaves and thus the rekey subtree grows linearly with
the number of joins. For a fixed J , Enc(N, J, L) first increases
(because more leaves means more keys to be changed), then de-
creases (because now some keys can be pruned from the rekey sub-
tree).
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Figure 5: Batch vs. individual rekeying

Next, using the analytical expressions above, we consider the
performance gains of batch rekeying when the average number of
encrypted keys is used as performance metric. Figure 5 compares
batch rekeying and individual rekeying for a wide range of J and
L values. From Figure 5, we observe that the difference between
batch and individual rekeying can be large. For J = 400, L = 400,
batch rekeying generates 2547 encrypted keys, while individual
rekeying generates 12000 encrypted keys, which is about 4 times
larger; for J = 0, L = 400, batch generates 2146 encrypted

keys, and individual generates 9600 encrypted keys; for J = 400,
L = 0, batch generates 583 encrypted keys, and individual gen-
erates 2400 encrypted keys. The difference becomes even larger
when J and L become larger.

3. PROVIDING
RELIABLE REKEY TRANSPORT

A rekey subtree generated by the rekey encoding component is
sent to the rekey transport component for delivery. We investigate
two issues for rekey transport:

1. What are the special characteristics of the rekey transport
workload?

2. Given the workload, how to provide reliability to the rekey
packets, and what is the performance?

3.1 Rekey transport workload
For an encoding algorithm based on key trees, we know that each

user only needs to receive the encrypted keys that are on the path
from its individual key to the new group key. To avoid the overhead
of unicasting individually to each user its encrypted keys, however,
the key server partitions the users into a small number of subgroups
(we consider one subgroup using one multicast channel in this pa-
per), combines the encrypted keys for the subgroup of users into a
rekey message, which may be partitioned into several rekey pack-
ets if the keys cannot fit into one packet, and multicasts the rekey
message to all of the users in the subgroup. Instead of receiving all
of the packets in a rekey message, however, each user only needs
to receive those packets that contain its encrypted keys. As a re-
sult, the rekey packets that each user needs will depend on how
encrypted keys are assigned into rekey packets. Therefore, our in-
vestigation of rekey transport workload is to address the following
questions: 1) How to assign the encrypted keys in a rekey subtree
of a subgroup of users into packets? 2) Given the assignment al-
gorithm, how many packets a user needs to receive? What is the
average? What is the variance? and 3) How many packets are there
in a rekey message?

3.1.1 Key assignment algorithms
To improve the performance of rekey transport protocol, it is de-

sired that a key assignment algorithm reduces the number of pack-
ets zr that a user r needs to receive. Moreover, the overhead of
rekey transport also depends on the users with the largest num-
bers of packets to receive. Thus, it is desired that a key assign-
ment algorithm also reduces the variance of {zr}. Given these re-
quirements, we consider three key assignment algorithms: Breadth
First Assignment (BFA), Depth First Assignment (DFA), and Re-
cursive BFA (R-BFA). The common characteristic of these three
key assignment algorithms is that they do not duplicate encrypted
keys, that is, each encrypted key is assigned into only one packet.
In [26], we have also proposed and investigated a different algo-
rithm called User-oriented Assignment (UKA). The advantage of
the UKA algorithm is that it assigns all of the encrypted keys for a
user into the same packet, and therefore each user needs to receive
only one packet, that is, zr = 1 for all receivers. The disadvan-
tage of this algorithm, however, is that some encrypted keys are
duplicated into several packets, and such duplications can domi-
nate bandwidth overhead, especially when MTU is small or when
receiver loss rates are low.

For BFA and DFA, the key server traverses a rekey subtree using
either breadth first or depth first order, and assigns sequentially the
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encrypted keys into packets. By horizontally scanning a rekey sub-
tree, BFA collects keys from different users in a round-robin man-
ner. This “fairness” for each user reduces the variance of {zr}. On
the other hand, BFA spreads the keys of a user into multiple pack-
ets, and increases the average of {zr}. By vertically tracing along
a path, DFA first collects the keys for one user, and then goes to the
next user. Thus, we expect that the average of {zr} is smaller for
DFA. However, since the shared encrypted keys are assigned to the
users processed earlier, such bias causes larger variance of {zr}.

To gain the benefits of both BFA and DFA, we consider R-BFA.
Figure 6 shows our R-BFA algorithm. This algorithm starts by call-
ing R-BFA(root), where root is the root node of a rekey subtree.

Algorithm R-BFA (node id)
✄ node id uniquely identifies a node in rekey subtree.
✄ pkt is a global variable, denoting a rekey packet.
✄ family(i) is the set containing i and its immediate children.
1. Q← create a local FIFO queue
2. put node id into Q
3. while (Q is not empty)

i← pop the head element head(Q)
if pkt has the space to contain family(node id)
then put all the children of i into Q sequentially

put all the encrypted keys of family(i) into pkt
else pkt← generate a new rekey packet

call R-BFA (i)
while (Q is not empty)
i← pop head(Q)
call R-BFA (i)

Figure 6: Recursive BFA (R-BFA) algorithm

To better understand R-BFA, we compare its bahavior with that
of BFA. When there is still space in the current packet, R-BFA
behaves just like BFA, and thus has performance in terms of vari-
ance similar to that of BFA. However, when the current packet is
full and a new packet is created, instead of continuing horizontally
scanning on the global rekey subtree (as BFA will do), R-BFA does
BFA within a local subtree. Thus, R-BFA puts more related keys
together and reduces the average value of {zr} compared with that
of BFA. Figure 7 illustrates the basic idea of R-BFA.

P1

P2 P3 P4 P5

Figure 7: An illustration of the R-BFA algorithm

3.1.2 Comparison of assignment algorithms
We next verify that compared with BFA and DFA, R-BFA per-

forms well in terms of both the average and the variance of {zr}.
First, we consider the average value of {zr}. Figure 8 plots

the results of BFA, DFA and R-BFA for rekey subtrees with 2048
users. From this figure, we observe that over a wide range of J and
L values, the average of {zr} for R-BFA and DFA is smaller than
that of BFA. Since both R-BFA and DFA put related keys together,
they achieve similar performance. We also observe from this fig-
ure that for R-BFA and DFA, on the average, users only need to
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receive 3 to 4 packets even when J and L have been varied over a
wide range. For clarity, Figure 9 shows the results for L = 1000.
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Next, we consider the variance of {zr}. From Figure 10, we ob-
serve that DFA has large variance while the variances of R-BFA and
BFA are smaller. This is expected because we know that R-BFA
and BFA treat users more fairly, and therefore will have smaller
variances. For clarity, Figure 11 shows the results for L = 1000.
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Figure 12: Average rekey message size

For comparison purpose, Figure 12 shows the average number
of packets in one rekey message over a wide range of J and L
values for a rekey subtree with 2048 users. Comparing Figure 12
with Figure 8, we observe that a user only needs to receive a small
fraction of the packets in a rekey message. We refer to the property
that each user only needs to receive a small fraction of the packets
in a rekey message as the sparseness property.

3.2 Reliable rekey transport protocol
Given the rekey workload generated by a rekey subtree, we next

investigate rekey transport protocol. Following the convention of
reliable multicast, we also refer to a group user as a receiver.

To determine the rekey transport protocol, we need to first con-
sider its properties. Although many reliable multicast protocols
have been proposed and analyzed in the past few years [6], we can-
not consider rekey transport as a conventional reliable multicast be-
cause of its specific properties. Besides its sparseness workload, we
observe that rekey transport also has the following requirements:

• Eventual reliability. By eventual reliability, we mean that
a receiver should be able to receive all of its encrypted keys.
This requirement comes from the inter-dependencies discussed
in Section 2.

• Soft real-time requirement. By soft real-time requirement,
we mean that the transport of a rekey message is finished
with a high probability before the start of the next rekey in-
terval. The objective of the soft real-time requirement is to
alleviate the out-of-sync problems.

We address the eventual reliability requirement by allowing re-
ceivers to send re-synchronization requests [23] when they cannot
recover a rekey message in time. To provide soft real-time rekey
transport, we use proactive FEC which can reduce recovery latency.
In [9, 16], the authors have shown that round-based proactive FEC
approaches can reduce delivery latency. Furthermore, it has been
shown in [13] that a hybrid approach combining FEC and ARQ
can significantly reduce the bandwidth requirements of a large re-
liable multicast session. In [14], the authors compare the benefits
of combining local recovery with an FEC/ARQ hybrid technique
and conclude that for many multicast scenarios, such a combina-
tion offers little improvement over an FEC/ARQ hybrid technique
without local recovery. Given above, our performance evaluation
of rekey transport is based on a simple round-based proactive FEC
protocol.

One potential scalability problem of a reliable multicast proto-
col is the feedback implosion problem, and mechanisms such as
tree-based feedback aggregation or NACK avoidance can be used
to reduce feedback traffic [6]. Furthermore, for a proactive FEC
based reliable multicast protocol, Rubenstein, Kurose and Towsley

have observed that the number of NACK packets can be reduced by
increasing proactivity factor [16]. In [26], we have proposed and
investigated an adaptive proactive FEC algorithm, and our evalua-
tions show that the number of NACK packets to the key server can
be controlled by adjusting the proactivity factor at the beginning of
each rekey interval. Given these results, in this paper, we assume
that each receiver unicasts its feedback packets directly to the key
server.

send k original and 
k(ρ− 1)� FEC packets
at the end of each round:

collect amax as the largest ar

at the beginning of next round:
generate amax FEC packets, and multicast to all receivers

Figure 13: Key server protocol

First, consider the key server protocol as specified in Figure 13.
At the beginning of a rekey interval, the key server first runs a key
assignment algorithm to assign the keys in a rekey subtree into k
packets. Following the convention, we refer to the k packets in
a rekey message as a block and k as the block size. After gener-
ating the k original packets, the key server makes each of the k
packets individually verifiable by flow signing [22], and generates

(ρ − 1)k� proactive FEC packets, where ρ ≥ 1 is the proactivity
factor at the current rekey interval. To generate the FEC packets,
the key server uses the Reed Solomon codes [15] when block size
k is small and uses the Tornado codes [3] when k is large. The
advantage of Reed Solomon code is that it allows a user to recover
the k original packets from any k distinct packets, and therefore
we base our analysis on Reed Solomon code. The Tornado codes,
which may require a slightly higher number of packets to recover
all of the original packets, also have advantages because they have
smaller encoding time, and they may also allow a user to recover its
packets without recovering all of the original packets. After multi-
casting the original and proactive FEC packets, the key server waits
for the duration of a round, which is the largest round-trip time of
all receivers, and collects feedbacks from the receivers. The feed-
back of each receiver is a NACK packet containing the number of
packets ar that it needs in order recover its packets. At the begin-
ning of the next round, the key server calculates amax, the largest
of all ar, generates amax new FEC repair packets, and multicasts
the repair packets to receivers. This process continues until the
end of this rekey interval. We notice that it is possible that the
key server may still receive NACK packets from some receivers
at the end of a rekey interval. In this case, the key server consid-
ers the NACK packets as re-synchronization requests and sends re-
synchronization packets to these users via reliable unicast. Since
the design objective of keygem is to make sure that this scenario
will rarely happen, we do not discuss this scenario in this paper.
For a strategy in which the key server targets to multicast for only
one or two rounds instead of until the end of a rekey interval, please
see [26].

Next, consider the receiver protocol as specified in Figure 14.
Assume the encrypted keys of a receiver r are assigned into zr
packets. Then, during the first round, the receiver checks whether
it has received the zr packets. If the receiver has received the zr
packets or is able to recover the zr packets using FEC because it
has received at least k distinct packets, the receiver extracts its en-
crypted keys and does not participate in the following rounds. Oth-
erwise, the receiver will need to participate in the following rounds
to receive a total of at least k distinct packets to recover the k orig-
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for the first round:
if receive its specific zr or at least k distinct packets

done
else at the end of this round

set ar = k − (the number of distinct packets received)
report ar to key server

for each of the following rounds:
if receive at least k distinct packets

recover the encrypted keys
done

else at the end of this round
set ar = k − (the number of distinct packets received)
report ar to the key server

Figure 14: Receiver protocol I (with sparseness property)

inal packets, including its zr packets. For this case, the receiver
sets ar = k − y, where y is the number of distinct packets that
it has received, and reports ar to the key server. For comparison
purpose, we have also shown in Figure 15 a receiver protocol in
which a receiver needs to receive all of the k packets in a block,
that is, a workload that does not have the sparseness property. To
distinguish these two protocols, we call the first protocol, which
considers sparseness property, as Protocol I, and the second proto-
col, which can be seen as a conventional reliable multicast protocol,
as Protocol II.

if receive at least k distinct packets
construct the k original packets
done

else at the end of each round
set ar = k − (the number of distinct packets received)
report ar to the key server

Figure 15: Receiver protocol II (conventional reliable multi-
cast)

3.3 Performance of reliable rekey transport
Given the workload of rekey transport and the rekey transport

protocol, we analyze in this section the performance of reliable
rekey transport. To determine the guidelines for system design, we
are interested in two performance metrics. Our first metric is band-
width overhead, which we define as the ratio of k′/k, where k′ is
the total number of packets that the key server sends for a block of
packets, including the repair packets to provide reliability, and k is
the block size. Our second metric is latency, which we define as the
number of rounds to deliver a rekey message to all receivers.

3.3.1 Analysis assumptions
For performance analysis, instead of considering a specific key

assignment algorithm, we consider general key assignment algo-
rithms and assume the distribution of {zr} as an input to the anal-
ysis. Furthermore, for all numerical results in this section, we as-
sume that the number of receivers N is equal to 2048, and that all
receivers have a zr value of 6. For a balanced key tree of degree
4 with 2048 users, we know that 6 is the maximum number of en-
crypted keys that a user needs to receive. Thus, the value of zr for
a user r will be less than or equal to 6. As a result, the reported
numerical results are upper bounds for the results of any specific
key assignment algorithm.

As for the N receivers, we assume that nh of them have a high
packet loss rate of ph, and the other nl = N − nh have a low
loss rate of pl. For simplicity of analysis, we assume that receivers
have independent losses, and that the losses of different packets
are independent (for simulation results of correlated losses, please
see [26]). For numerical results, we use the default values of nh =
615, ph = 20%, nl = 1433, and pl = 2%.

3.3.2 Conversion from protocol I to protocol II
Since a receiver does not need to receive all of the packets in

a rekey message, we observe that previous analyses [19, 10, 13,
8, 14] of reliable multicast cannot be directly applied. Our key
observation, however, is that we can convert the analysis of rekey
transport workload into the analysis of conventional reliable multi-
cast workload. In particular, we can convert one protocol instance
where receivers run Protocol I to another protocol instance where
receivers run Protocol II. Here, by a protocol instance, we mean a
session with a given number of receivers running a given protocol.

Consider the following conditionC0 at the end of the first round:

C0: A receiver r has received its specific zr packets,
and the total number of packets it has received is less
than k.

We observe that if we remove the receivers who satisfy condition
C0 at the end of the first round, we have converted the analysis of
an instance of Protocol I to an instance of Protocol II with reduced
number of receivers, and therefore we can reuse the results of pre-
vious analyses for conventional reliable multicast. To be more spe-
cific, let nh and nl denote the numbers of high loss and low loss
receivers in an instance of Protocol I. Let Nhigh

nh
and N low

nl
de-

note the random variables of the numbers of high loss and low loss
receivers who do not satisfy condition C0 at the end of the first
round, where 0 ≤ Nhigh

nh
≤ nh, and 0 ≤ N low

nl
≤ nl. Thus, our

analysis of an instance of receiver Protocol I with nh high loss re-
ceivers and nl low loss receivers has been converted to the analysis
of an instance of Protocol II with Nhigh

nh
high loss and Nlow

nl
low

loss receivers.
Let Qnh,nl (h, l) denote Pr{Nhigh

nh
= h,N low

nl
= l}. Since we

assume the losses of the receivers are independent, we have that

Qnh,nl (h, l) = Qhigh
nh

(h) ·Qlow
nl

(l)

where Qhigh
nh

(h) denotes Pr{Nhigh
nh

= h}, that is, the probability
of h of the nh high loss receivers do not satisfy C0, and Qlow

nl
(l)

denotes Pr{N low
nl

= l}.
The remaining issues are to derive Qhigh

nh
(h), where 0 ≤ h ≤

nh, Qlow
nl

(l), where 0 ≤ l ≤ nl, E[Nhigh
nh

], and E[N low
nl

]. The
derivation details are shown in [25].
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To see the benefit of the sparseness rekey workload, Figure 16
shows the number of receivers satisfying C0 at the end of the first
round. Since this number represents the reduction of the number of
receivers when we convert from Protocol I to Protocol II, it reflects
the savings of the sparseness rekey workload. We observe from this
figure that when message block size k is large, and when proactivity
factor ρ is small, the performance of a rekey multicast is equal to
the performance of a conventional reliable multicast with a much
smaller number of receivers.

3.3.3 Bandwidth overhead
We analyze in this section the bandwidth overhead of rekey trans-

port. Given nh high loss and nl low loss receivers, we letO(nh, nl)
denote the random variable of bandwidth overhead when receivers
run Protocol I. Let E[O(nh, nl)] denote the mean value of this
random variable. Given h high loss and l low loss receivers, we let
OII(h, l) denote the random variable of bandwidth overhead when
receivers run Protocol II. Let E[OII(h, l)] denote the mean of this
random variable. Given the conversion from Protocol I to Protocol
II, we have that:

E[O(nh, nl)] =
X
h,l

Qhigh
nh

(h) ·Qlow
nl

(l)E[OII(h, l)] (2)

For given h and l, we can derive OII(h, l) by considering only
Protocol II, and the detailed derivation of E[OII(h, l)] is shown
in [25].
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Figure 17: Overhead E[O(nh, nl)]
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Figure 18: Overhead by ns simulation

Figure 17 shows our analytical results of rekey transport band-
width overhead as functions of the block size k of a rekey message
and proactivity factor ρ. To validate our analysis, Figure 18 shows
simulation results using the ns simulator. Comparing both figures,
we observe that our analytical results match with simulation results
very well over a wide range of message block size and proactivity
factor. We observe from Figure 17 that even with the sparseness
property, the bandwidth overhead of reliable rekey transport is still
high. Even for a rekey message with a large block size k, which

has better transport bandwidth efficiency, to reliably transport the
rekey message, the key server still needs to send a large amount of
repair packets. For a smaller rekey message, the overhead is even
higher. For example, for a rekey message with block size 20, the
key server needs to send about 14 (= (1.7−1) ·20) repair packets.

3.3.4 Rekey transport latency
We measure the latency of rekey transport by the number of

rounds to deliver a rekey message to all receivers. It is intuitive
that rekey transport latency will also depend on the block size k of
a rekey message and proactivity factor ρ.

Figure 19 shows the simulation results for the number of rounds
to transport rekey messages with different message block size k at
different proactivity factor ρ. We make the following observations.
First, we observe that at a large proactivity factor ρ, the number of
rounds to transport a rekey message with a large block size k can
be smaller than that of a smaller rekey message. This is somehow
counter intuitive because we expect the number of rounds to trans-
port a large rekey message should always be larger than that of a
smaller rekey message. To explain this result, we notice that for a
rekey message with a large block size k, when proactivity factor ρ
is large, the probability that a receiver will receive at least k out of
the total 
kρ� packets becomes higher; therefore, rekey transport
latency reduces. On the other hand, if proactivity factor ρ is small,
the number of rounds to transport a large rekey message is larger
than that of a smaller rekey message.
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Figure 19: Rekey transport latency by ns simulation

LetR(nh, nl) denote the random variable of the number of rounds
to rekey nh high loss and nl low loss receivers when receivers run
Protocol I. Let RII(h, l) denote the random variable of the num-
ber of rounds to transport k packets to h high loss and l low loss
receivers when receivers run Protocol II. Similar to Equation (2),
we have

E[R(nh, nl)] =
X
h,l

Qhigh
nh

(h)Qlow
nl

(l)E[RII(h, l)] (3)

Therefore, we again convert the analysis from Protocol I to Pro-
tocol II. However, an exact calculation of the number of rounds
to transport a rekey message requires complicated calculations in-
volving modeling of transition states. Therefore, we derive an up-
per bound on E[RII(h, l)]. The derivation of the upper bound is
shown in [25].

3.3.5 How to determine proactivity factor ρ?
In our previous investigations of bandwidth overhead and rekey

transport latency, we have considered the impacts of both the block
size k of a rekey message and proactivity factor ρ. Given a rekey
subtree and a key assignment algorithm, we know that block size
k is determined. The proactivity factor ρ, however, is a protocol
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parameter of a rekey transport protocol. We next discuss how to
determine ρ.

To determine ρ, we observe that the key server can reduce rekey
transport latency and the number of receiver feedbacks by increas-
ing proactivity factor ρ. When ρ is large, the key server will send
more proactive repair packets in the first round; therefore, more
receivers will receive their packets in the first round, less receivers
will send feedback packets to the key server, and the key server will
send less repair packets in the following rounds. From Figure 20,
for example, we observe that for a rekey message with block size
20, when the key server increases ρ from 1 to 1.7, rekey transport
latency is reduced from 5 to about 1. Therefore, the key server can
reduce rekey transport latency by increasing ρ. However, we also
notice that the key server may set ρ to be too large and therefore
increase bandwidth overhead. From Figure 20, for example, we ob-
serve that if the key server sets ρ to be higher than 1.7, then band-
width overhead is dominated by proactivity factor and increases
linearly with ρ while rekey transport latency stays flat.
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Figure 20: Overhead and latency as function of ρ

Given the above observations, we know that the key server should
choose ρ such that rekey transport latency is close to 1 while the
bandwidth overhead curve still stays flat. For example, in Fig-
ure 20, a good choice of ρ will be 1.7. In real implementation,
however, the key server does not know the loss properties of the re-
ceivers (for example, independent loss assumption tends to overes-
timate the amount of redundancy needed when losses are shared [13]),
and the block size of a rekey message may vary at different rounds.
Thus, the key server should dynamically adjust ρ at each round.
For example, in one type of strategy, the key server can adjust ρ us-
ing stochastic or AIMD (additive-increase-multiplicative-decrease)
control so that rekey transport latency is close to a reference value,
say 1 to 2 rounds. In another type of strategy, which we proposed
and investigated in [26], the key server adjusts ρ in a way such that
the number of receivers sending feedbacks is close to a small value,
say 5% of the receivers. For our following performance analysis,
we determine ρ by choosing the largest proactivity factor that still
gives the lowest bandwidth overhead.

4. TRADEOFFS OF BANDWIDTH OVER-
HEAD AND REKEY INTERVAL

In Section 2, given J join and L leave requests in a rekey in-
terval for a group with N users, we have investigated the mark-
ing algorithm to generate a rekey subtree. Given a rekey subtree,
in Section 3, we have investigated rekey transport, and evaluated
bandwidth overhead. Combining the results of Section 2 and Sec-
tion 3, given J , L, and N , we can derive bandwidth overhead.
Given group size N and user behaviors, we also know that J and
L will be a function of rekey interval T . Thus, rekey interval T
serves as a system design parameter that a group key management

system can use to control bandwidth overhead. Furthermore, given
user behaviors and system constraints, it is possible that a group
key management cannot find a suitable T for a given group size N .
Under this scenario, the group key management system needs to
partition users into several groups to reduce group size.

In the remainder of this section, we first discuss a simple mem-
bership model. Then we discuss system performance metrics and
the tradeoffs between bandwidth requirements and rekey interval
T . Finally, we discuss several system constraints and an algorithm
to determine rekey interval T as well as the number of users N that
a single key server can support.

4.1 Membership dynamics
To quantify the numbers of joins and leaves arriving in a rekey

interval T , we need to specify the arrival rates of joins and leaves.
These arrival rates, which we call membership dynamics, depend
on application and user behaviors. The only investigation about
membership dynamics that we are aware of was by Almeroth and
Ammar [1]. They showed that user join and leave behaviors in an
audio multicast session follow exponential distributions.

excess life tδ

t + Tt

r joins the group r leaves the group

rekey interval T

rekey rekey

Figure 21: Illustration of excess life δt

To model the number of leave requests in a rekey interval T for
a group with N users, we specify the distribution of the time each
user spends in the group. Let F (y) denote the cumulative distribu-
tion function of the time a user stays in the group. Let δt denote
the remaining time a user will stay in the group, given that it is in
the group at time t, which is the start time of a rekey interval. We
call δt the excess life of a user at time t. Figure 21 illustrates the
concept of excess life. Let m denote the mean value of the time
that a user stays in the group. When the system is in steady state,
from renewal theory, we have

pL(T ) = Pr{δt ≤ T} =
1

m

Z T

0

(1− F (y))dy

where pL(T ) is the probability that a user will leave the group be-
fore the end of the rekey interval. Therefore, for a group with N
users, the expected number of leave requests L(N, T ) in a time pe-
riod T will be L(T,N) = N · pL(T ). Here, we write L(T,N) to
indicate that the number of leaves will be a function of both T and
N . In particular, we assume the amount of time that each receiver
spends in a group is exponentially distributed with mean value of
m. Denoting λL = 1/m, we have L(T,N) = N(1− e−λLT ).

To model the number of join requests in a rekey interval T , we
can assume user’s arrivals are Poisson with a rate of λJ . Therefore,
our overall membership dynamics can be modeled as an M/G/∞
system. For evaluation purpose, we assume that the group is in
steady state, that is, J = L.

4.2 System metrics and tradeoffs
The two types of entities that participate in a group key manage-

ment system are the key server and receivers. Accordingly, the four
potential bottleneck resources are the CPU processing demand on
the key server or a receiver and the bandwidth requirement of the
key server or a receiver. Since CPU power keeps increasing, and
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our evaluations show that in most cases CPU demands are not the
limiting factors, we concentrate our efforts on the bandwidth re-
quirements. To determine the rekey interval, another performance
metric we consider is rekey transport latency since it gives a lower
bound on the rekey interval.

We formally specify the following performance metrics:

• Key server outgoing bandwidth Bks(N, T ). Let Sks(N, T )
denote the total bytes that a key server multicasts to the N
users in order to reliably transmit a rekey message. Since J
and L are functions of N and T , we rewrite Enc(N, J, L)
as Enc(N, T ). Let Bp, BF EC , and Bu denote the packet
size of an original rekey packet, an FEC packet, and a re-
synchronization packet, respectively. LetM denote the num-
ber of encrypted keys per packet, and let OD denote packet
duplication overhead of a key assignment algorithm (i.e. the
number of packets generated by a key assignment algorithm
divided by the number of packets generated by a key assign-
ment algorithm without duplicate assignment). Let E[Ob]
denote the mean value of multicast bandwidth overhead as
we defined in Section 3.3. Let E[U ] denote the mean num-
ber of re-synchronization packets that the key server needs to
transmit. We have

Bks(N,T ) =
Sks(N,T ) +Bu · E[U ]

T
(4)

where

Sks(N,T ) = OD · 
Enc(N, T )

M
�

·(Bp + (E[Ob]− 1)BF EC)

• Receiver incoming bandwidth Br(N,T ). Let Sr(N,T ) de-
note the total bytes that a receiver receives from multicast.
Let pr denote the packet loss rate of receiver r. We know
that Sr(N,T ) = Sks(N,T )(1 − pr). Assuming the prob-
ability that a receiver needs re-synchronization is small, we
have

Br(N,T ) =
Sr(N, T )

T
(5)

• Rekey transport delay D(N, T ). Let R(N,T ) denote the
number of rounds for the key server to transmit a rekey mes-
sage to the N users. Let DR denote the largest round trip
time from the key server to receivers. We have

D(N,T ) = R(N,T ) ·DR (6)

Our first observation is thatBks(N, T ),Br(N,T ), andD(N, T )
are all increasing functions of N , that is, bandwidth requirements
and rekey latency increase as we increase group size. We also ob-
serve that pr is generally not very high; therefore, Bks(N,T ) and
Br(N,T ) are close to each other. Since a key server is likely to
have much larger bandwidth than receivers, we plot overall band-
width requirement for Br(N, T ) only.

Figure 22 plots Br(N, T ) as functions of N and T . The upper
figure assumes that each receiver stays in the group for 3 minutes,
and the lower figure assumes that each receiver stays in the group
for 1 hour. We observe from both figures that Br(N,T ) is a de-
creasing function of T . We also observe clearly from these curves
the tradeoffs between bandwidth requirements and access control
effectiveness. To determine a suitable rekey interval, a balance be-
tween performance requirements and access control effectiveness
has to be achieved.
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Figure 22: Bandwidth requirement vs. rekey interval

4.3 System constraints and algorithm
To decide the rekey interval and the maximum number of users

a key server can support, we identify the following four potential
system constraints.

1. Bks(N,T ) ≤ Bmax
ks . Here Bmax

ks is a system specified
bandwidth limit for the key server. For example, Bmax

ks can
be 10% of the key server’s outgoing bandwidth. This con-
straint specifies a lower bound on T .

2. Br(N,T ) ≤ Bmax
r . Similar to Bmax

ks , Bmax
r is a receiver

bandwidth limit. This constraint specifies another lower bound
on T .

3. D(N, T ) ≤ T . This is to ensure that a rekey transport can
finish before the start of the next rekey interval. We notice
that with this constraint, the number of receivers sending re-
synchronization requests can be greatly reduced. Therefore,
this constraint specifies the third lower bound on T .

4. T ≤ Tmax. Tmax is a constant determined either by busi-
ness model or by application security requirements, and it
specifies an upper bound on T . For example, one possible
specification can be that the number of departed users that
still have the group key is less than 5% of the total users. For
our membership model, it means that 1 − e−λLT ≤ 0.05;
therefore, we can set Tmax to be −ln(0.95)/λL to satisfy
this constraint.

Given the above constraints, we choose T = Tmax to minimize
bandwidth requirement, if the three lower bounds are smaller than
Tmax. However, it is possible that no rekey interval can satisfy all
four constraints. In that case, we need to determine the maximum
group size that one key server can support, and partition users into
smaller groups. An algorithm to determine the maximum group
size one key server can support is shown in Figure 23. For how to
partition users into smaller groups according to their behaviors and
two architectures to extend a centralized key server to distributed
key servers, one of which is based on Kronos [17], please see [25].
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N1 = max{n | Bks(n, Tmax) ≤ Bmax
ks }

N2 = max{n | Br(n, Tmax) ≤ Bmax
ks }

N3 = max{n | D(n, Tmax) ≤ Tmax}
N = min{N1, N2, N3}

Figure 23: Algorithm to determine N

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the scalability issues of reli-

able group rekeying, and provided a performance analysis of keygem.
Instead of rekeying after each join or leave, we use periodic batch
rekeying to improve scalability and alleviate out-of-sync problems.
Our analyses show that batch rekeying can achieve large perfor-
mance gains. As for rekey transport, our investigations show that
rekey transport has an eventual reliability and a soft real-time re-
quirement, and that the rekey workload has the sparseness property.
We then present a reliable rekey transport protocol based upon the
use of proactive FEC. We show that reliable rekey transport in our
design can be analyzed by converting it to conventional reliable
multicast. We have also showed the tradeoffs between bandwidth
requirements and rekey interval. Considering four system con-
straints, we provide some guidelines for choosing an appropriate
rekey interval and determining the maximum number of users a key
server can support. Our future work includes investigations of dy-
namic partitioning of group users, more detailed trace based exper-
imental evaluations, and investigations of FEC encoding schemes
that work better for a workload with the sparseness property. The
investigation of FEC encoding schemes for sparseness workload is
especially interesting because it can also apply to other applications
such as stock quote delivery.
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